
PRODUCT HAS NO CLOSE SUBSTITUTES ECONOMICS ESSAY

The product sold by a monopolist should be no close carriagehouseautoresto.com are no other electricity supplier in
carriagehouseautoresto.com is only one supplier which is the.

By contrast, in our conception of bounded rational consumer, substitution is limited to a small set of goods
which are carefully compared, usually not only in terms of prices and quantities, but even more importantly in
terms of quality and time. Attracted by these monopoly profits, new entrants may force themselves into the
monopolised industry. Voices may be raised against the monopoly firm in parliament to press for anti-
monopoly legislation. To give an example of two substitutes, you may think at a duopoly, where two brands
are in tough competition and have eliminated everybody else. A high level of substitutability can be achieved
by two products of the same firm having just minor differences e. Lastly, discrimination may he based on the
use of the product. He treats all consumers alike and charges a uniform price for his product. Such a rival can
have share in the profits and even control the whole market. But under price discrimination the average cost
curve is likely to be below the average revenue curve at some point. Monopoly firms that provide local public
utilities such as water, electricity and home phone services doesn't need to advertise since they are the only
firms that provide it and customers had no choice to buy it from another firm. If the demand for his product is
highly elastic, he can sell more by a small reduction in price. Moreover, if the scope of the market is limited,
then at some stage a saturation point will reach, beyond which there will be expansion. Monopoly is an
industry that has only one firm that sells a good which has no close substitutes. Hence, though the firm
producing Usha fans is single yet it cannot be termed a monopoly firm. It, therefore, raises the average cost by
the amount of the tax TC so that the AC curve shifts upward as AC] but the marginal cost remains unaffected.
But on the other hand if the product is of sub-standard quality and the society is accepting that simply because
it has no other alternative, then monopoly situation is not likely to last for long. He is in a better position to
exploit the market to his advantage. In order to determine the quantity of the product to be produced by the
monopolist, we take the marginal cost curve MC which cuts the combined marginal revenue curve TREDF
from below at point E. It also depends on the restriction of output by the monopolist seller. No monopoly,
however strong its network may be, can escape the influence of those checks. Essay 2. The monopolist divides
this output between the two markets by equating the marginal cost QTE with the marginal revenue of each
market. Lump-sum Tax: By levying a lump-sum tax, the government can reduce or even eliminate monopoly
profits without affecting either the price or output of the product. In any case, his price cannot be below the
average variable costs. They will decrease their steak consumption by one, and use that money to buy more
potatoes in order to get the necessary energy. But now the compensation varies depending on the starting
point: the same reduction in X requires a much higher Y quantity if the starting point was B than if it were B1.
According to the bounded rational perspective, which suggests that consumer economizes on attention and
time devoted to choice, the consumer structures its decision-making process e. If monopoly can keep the
customers satisfied by providing varieties, then well and good; otherwise the people will themselves try to
search for variety, giving setback to the monopoly. Degree of Monopoly Power â€” Its Measure 5. These
combinations can be healthy as well as unhealthy, fair or underhand means. But as soon as they can afford
one, they buy a car and stop riding the bus. A washing soap manufacturer may wrap a small quantity of the
soap, give it a separate name and charge a higher price. Thus, the monopoly firm is itself an industry and the
monopolist faces the industry demand curve. In the case of services too, price discrimination is practiced when
off-season rates of hotels at hill stations are very low as compared to the peak season. Close Substitute Goods
If two goods are close substitutes, there will be a high cross-elasticity of demand. You can make your own
experiments by using this software.


